RECORD, STREAM & SHARE - LIVE & ON-DEMAND
Introducing AW-UE4 Wide Angle 4K PTZ Camera with IP Streaming
Video, within, across and beyond your organisation
From universities and schools to law courts and houses
of worship, from corporate companies and training bodies
to charities, hospitals and police forces, video is now a
daily part of life.
It’s pivotal in recording proceedings and archiving events,
sharing training and linking remote audiences live.

With today’s production workflows, users can capture greatlooking video that viewers actively want to watch, and that
faithfully record events in real-time.
Multi-camera, TV quality production is now within reach of
everyone, along with the ability to share video live and ondemand, with global, selective or pay per view audiences.

Panasonic’s AW-UE4 camera is a next-generation device that fits
numerous workflows & delivers fantastic results.

Easy to install, easy to use
Some of the key benefits for the UE4 include:
Multi-format support - UHD and Full-HD video capture over HDMI or IP
Pan-and-scan functionality - users can move around the image despite the
camera being static, storing up to 100 preset movements
H: 131mm

D: 136mm

Webcam function - plug in USB to use as professional quality webcam for
Skype, Webex and other video-conference applications
Live-streaming - RTSP and RTMP support for YouTube and Facebook Live
over Ethernet
Built in Microphones - no need for external audio
Flexible mounting options - Comes with ceiling or desk mount

W: 123mm
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Single-cable solution - video and audio, control and power can be provided
over CAT5 (supports PoE)

www.holdan.co.uk

WORKFLOWS
Recording & encoding on-demand video | Lecture Capture & Corporate Production
Panasonic’s UE4 is discreet and easy to place on desks,
mounted to the ceiling or positioned on tripods. Its ultra-Wide
angle lens is suitable for the biggest stages and the smallest
huddle rooms.
As a fixed installation or portable device, it’s able to capture very
high quality wide shots in 4K and close-up, panning and zooms
shots in HD.

Use two or more UE4 cameras with Epiphan’s Pearl Mini
to switch between different angles and mix in computerbased presentations or training materials.
Upload the resulting recordings to CMS systems such
as Panopto, Kaltura and Wowza to be shared with staff,
students, customers and other stakeholders.

SD Card

Epiphan Pearl Mini

Recording and Streaming Live | Conferences, Sport, Arts & Culture
Watching events live on the Internet is now a minimum
expectation, not just for millennials, but for employees,
employers and consumers worldwide. Until recently,
producing and delivering television-standard pictures live
required broadcast facilities. Now it’s within the reach of
thousands of organisations.

Using multiple Panasonic UE4 cameras in conjunction
with Telestream’s Wirecast software, a single operator
can produce fantastic video, complete with live
graphics, panning shots, wide angles and close-ups.
With a single click, the live video can be recorded, live
streamed and shared with audiences worldwide.

It’s easy to learn and can deliver superb results that will transform the way you communicate.

Telestream Wirecast
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